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CHAPTER J; 

INTRODUCTJON 

Dul;'ing the past decade there has emerged a group of educators who 

have come to view a teacher's philosophy as the basis for his decisions 

about the educat;ignal proc;:ess. This was indicated by]i):ol;'ris when he 

said: 

A limited contingent of educators whp have come to see 
philosophioi;il. and educational. problems as contip.uous has 
emerged. PhUosophy at).d education are re[;LJ.iy two asJ?ec ts 
of the same undertaking--the forming of those fundamental 
dis.positions toward nature and our fellow man whic;:h. the 
world demands q~ us.· l'bis pas le<;l l;:o a gain~ beyond educa
tional. aims and strategies to exatnip.e the rel~vance of a 
person's philosophical thinking in curriculum design, 
teaching roethodology~ and other .;:i.reas such as administra,.. 
tive policy-ma~ing. (Morris, 1966) 

Since teachers play a signifi~ant part in determining the educa-

tional environment, it is important th.at we have some E:!Xpectat;ions 

a.bout the nature of th.air behavior. Wtightsrnan st.;i.ted the impot"tance 

of these e~pectations: 
.?-

Eac.h of us, I believe, bai:; a philosophy of humal'l nature, or a 
set of as~umptions ~bout what people are really iike, particu
lar iy abpi,i t the way they dea 1 with other peop 1e. We JllUS t a 11 
make certain assumP~ions in 9rder to be able to interact with 
other people, (Wrightsman, 1969) 

This concept of a basic natµre of map extends into interactions 

within the classr9om. ~eachers must form an attit~de as to the nature 

of man as reflected by the pupils in classroom interaction. (Butler, 

1957) 

1 
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The interaction within any classroom consist;s.0£ verbal and non., 

verbal" acts by both teachers and pl;tpils .. ln his pedagogical model, 

Smith 1 listed linguisti<;: beh.;iv:i,.ors as verbal; performance and expressive 

behaviors as nonverbal. The importance of these expressive behaviors 

was desc~ibed by Smith: 

Expressive behaviors are i1lµstrated in bodily posture, 
facial expresi;iion, t;one of voice~ expression of t:he eyes 
and other ways. Expressi,ve behaviors fl;tnct;ion in teaching/ 
because they are taken by pupils as signs of the psycho~ · 
logical state of the teacher. (Smith~ 1961) 

These expressive behaviors, as the predp~inant channel for non~ 

verbal communic.;ttion~ determine the course of interpersonal relations, 

That is, highly relevant information is usually cormnunicat;ed nonverbal.-

ly, and verbal and nonverbal ao~unications may reinforce each other in 

face.-to-face interaction, (Ralpin, 1960) 

The importance of nonverbal co!!mlunication was described in a st;udy 

by Davidson and Lang. (1960) This study described the significance of 

teacher~'\ commµn,icative behavior as it l;'elated to pupU productivity 

and teachet-pupil rapport. One 0£ the findings was the need that 

tea.qhers be helpe~ to recQgnize the significance of the feelings th~y 

The importance of a person's basic beliefs about the nature of ~an 

and the influence of the phenomenon 4pon human interaction was de~ 

scribed by Combs; 

Whatever we do in ~eachin~ depends upon what we think people 
are like. The goals we ~ee~~ the things we do, the judgments 
we make, even the ex:perimenl;:s we ate willing .to try 1 are 
determ:Lned by our beliefs about the natu;i;e p~ ma"Q, ·It has 
always been so. reachers who believe children c~n, will try 
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to teach them, Teachers who believe childr~n are unable, 
give up trying Qr spend their days on a treaqmill, hopelessly 
making motions they never e~pect will matter. The beliefs we 
hold about people can serve as prison walls liroiti~g us at 
every turn. Tb,ey can also set us free from our shacki~fl~-'1fo 
confront great new possibilities never before dreamed, No 
belief will be more impqrtant to education than those we hold 
about the nature of man and his potential. (Camb:;i, 1962) 

ConcoJ11itantly, Meharabian (1967) indicatE}d the importance of non.,. / 

verbal communication with a study which found that our real attitudes 

and emotions are often communicated nonverbally, and when the nonverbal 

message contradicts the verbal message, people t~nd to believe the 

nonverbal message. 

'l'his was congrtJent with a study which indicated that ev~n,if 

teachers use certain words purportedly representing certain attitudes, 

the teacher's real at;titµde was likely to show through, thereby a:t:!ect.,. 

ing behavioral and emotional reactions on the part of pupils, (Torrance, 

1960) 

If teachers' attitudes are a result of their basic beliefs about 

the nature of roan, and if teachers' real attitudes toward students are 

more apt to be reUected nonverbally than verbally,. then it behooves 

educ.a.tors to analyze teac;:b.er .. pupil interaction from a nonverba~ stand-

point~ and to determine the relationship, if any~ between a teac_her's 

nonverbal behavior and his basic philosophy at human nature. 

'this investigation is based upon. the premise that: (1) te~ching 

behavior is a result of what teachers believe about the nature of man, 

and (2) these beliefs are more accurately communicated to students 

through nonverbal behavior than through verbal behavior. 

Therefore, researc'Q to analyze the relationsh:i,ps betw~en t:ee!.chers' 

basic view ot man and their nonverbal communication should be ~nefi~ 

cial to all educators. 
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Statement of the Problem 

This stµdy is an investigation of the relationships th.;i.t exist 

between a teacher's b~sic beliefs about the nature of man and the 

teacher's behavior as e~pressed by his nonverbal communication with 

students in the educational environment. 

Answers to the following questions are sought: (1) ls there a 

relationship between a teacher's view of man and his nonverbal communi-

cation? (2) Is there a relationship between a teacher's view of man 

and the nonverbal communication of his students? 

Basic Hypotheses 

This study prqpo~es to establish a basis for testing the following 

null hypotheses: 

I. There is no significant relationship between the nonverbal 

communication patterns of teachers who have a positive view of man and 

teachers who have a negative view of man. 

la. The~e is no significant relationship between th~ nonverbal 
communication pat~erns of teachers who believe man is 
trustworthy and teachers who believe man is U,ntrustworthy. 

lb. There is no significant relationship between the nonverbal 
comm1,mication patterns of t~ache:rs who believe man is 
altrui~tic and teachers who believe man is selfish, 

le. There is no s;i.gni~icant relationship between the nonverbal 
communication patterns of teachers who believe man has 
strength of will and teachers who believe man has lack of 
will. 

ld. There is no significant relationship between the nonverbal 
communication patterns of teachers who believe man has 
independence and teachers who believe ~an is a conformist. 

II. There is no significant relationship qetween the teachers' 

view regarding the nature of man and the nonverbal communication 



patterns of pupils taught by those teachers. 

used: 

2a. There is no significant relationship between the teachers' 
view regarding the trustworthiness of man and the nonverbal 
communication patterns of pupils taught by those tea~hers. 

2b. lhere is no significant relationship between the teachers' 
view regarding man as being altruistic and the nonverbal 
communication patterns of pupils taught by those teachers. 

2c. There is nq significant relationship between the teachers' 
view regarding the strength of will of man and the nonverbal 
connnunication patte+ns of pupils taught by those teachers. 

2d. There is no significant relationship between the teachers' 
view regarding the independence of man and the nonverbal 
connnunication patterns of pupils taught by those teachers. 

Definition of Terms 

For the purposes of this study the following definitions will be 

Positive View of ~n. In this study a positive view of man indi-

cates a belief that man is inherently good ,and capable of a<;!hieving 

goals without external motivation or constraints. On Wrightsman 1 s 

Philosophies of Human Nature Scale, if the summation of the scores on 

5 

the first four subscales yields a plus ~cor~, a positive view of man is 

indicated. 

Negative View .2£. ~n, In this study a negative view of man indi~ 

cates a belief that man is inherently bad and not capc:i.ble of achieving 

goals without external motivation or constraints. On Wrightsman's 

Philosophies of Human Nature Scale, if the summation of the scores on 

the first four subscales yields a negative sco+e, a negative view of 

man is indicated, 

General Favorabilit~ .2f Human Nature Score. ·The summation of the 

first four subscales on Wrightsman's Pbilosoppies of Human Nature 
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Scale. This score may be either positive or negative. 

trustworthy, 'l'Qe trustworthy scale meast,ires the extent to which 

one views people a.s·honest, moral, and ethical. 

Untrustworthy. The untrustworthy scale measures the extent to 

which one views people as dishonest, immoral, and unethical. 

Str,ensth Qi. Will. The strength of will scale ·measures the extent 

to which one sees people as having the will power to determine the out-

comes in their lives. 

Lack of Will. The lack of will scale measures the extent to which ---
one sees people as lacking the will power to determine the outcomes.in 

their lives. 

Altruistic, The altruistic sqale measures the extent one views 

people as being unsel.fish and sincei;-ely. interested in helping others. 

Selfish. -The sel;fish scale measu,res the extent to which ope views 

people as being self-centered and interested only in helping someone 

when it helps themse~ves also, 

Indepemience. 'l'he independence scale 111easures the extent to which 

one views people as able to make decisions without dependence upon 

others. 

Conformity, The confqrmity scale measures the extent to which one 

views people as constantly needing others for support in decision 

making. 

Nonverbal Communication. Nonverbal communication occurs by trans-

mi tting a thou.ght or feeling -from one person to ,a,nother through a ges .. 

ture, posture, facial exp~ession, tone and quality of voice, or phy~i-

cal contact, as an au~iliary function to speech, or without speech. 

Galloway (1966) identifies ten categories of nonverbal communicati9n. 
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·Indirect Teacher .:Behavior. Those acts by the teacher toward the 

pupils which ma~imize the freedom to respond are termed indirect behav

ior or indirect teacher intluence. (Galloway~ 1968) 

Direct Teacher .:Behavior. Those acts by the teacher which minimize 

the freedom of the student to respond are termed direct teacher behav

ior or direct teacher influence. (Galloway, 1968) 

For the purposes of this study, the following assumptions will 

apply. 

1. The Philosophies of auman Nature Scale yie1ds a method for 

determining the beliefs of teachers concerning the basic nature of man. 

2. Nonve:r;ba) comrounicat;:ion is the basis of all communicative acts 

inasmuch as it is the first type of communication that is learned. 

3. The nonverbal behaviors expre~sed in the classroom are the 

most authentic type of communication. 

4. Galloway's Analysis of Nonverbal Con:nnunication yields a method 

for the classification of ~eacher~pupil interaction as measured in the 

classroom· 

5. The use of a trained observe"!;' is a reliable niethod for col

lecting classroom data on nonverbal communication. 

6. The presence of an observer will not appreciably alter inter

aci"ti:0ri,,.pa,tterns of ponve:rbal behavior. 

7. The analysis of philosophies of human nature and teacher in

fluence by nonverbal communication will be limited only to the replies 

received from the two instruments that were ~roployed to gather the 

necessary data for the study. 
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Methodology and Design 

The data for this study were secured from a group of seventy-nine 

elementary school teachers of grades ~indergarten through six inclu

sive. Permissiqn was obtained and the data were collected from three 

school districts that were located in small urban areas in Southeastern 

Oklahoma. These districts were predominantly composed of less affluent 

students t;han those that are found in most urban areas. The teaching 

staff of thei:;e buildings varied from eleven to twenty-one. Because of 

the requirements of this study, all teachers were not utilized. 

Those teachers selected for this study were chosen because of the 

familiarity of the investigator with the geographic location of the 

schools and because of the willingness of the administration for their 

teachers to participate actively in research. All teachers selected 

were administered the Philosophies of Human Nature Scale and the re

sults were computer scored. The t;en teachers who scored the highest 

and the ten teachers who scored the lowest on the General favorability 

of Human Nature Score as well as those ten who scored the highest and 

the ten who scored the lowest on each of the subscales were chosen for 

the second phase of this study. Because of the nature of a subscale, 

the afore-mentioned group of teachers consisted of thirty different 

people. These names were given the investigator without any indication 

as to their score on the Philosophies of Human Nature Scale. 

The investigator practiced in the observation of nonverbal communi

cation patterns in the Instructional Medi.a Center at Southwestern State 

College. This consisted of appro~imately ten hours observing video 

tapes of actual teaching situations and films of planned classroom 
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interactions. The investigator then observed the language arts class 

of those thirty teachers selected on the basis of the responses to the 

Philosophies of Human Nature Scale. Language arts class was chosen 

because it was taµght by all teachers and it offered optimum environ-

ment for interaction. The observations were not on successive days, 

nor preceding or following holidays. 

Three times during the observations, another observer who was also 

trained in the use of Galloway's Analysis of Nonverbal Communication 

checked observer reliability by the use of Scott's Coefficient. 

Data Analysis 

The Philosophies of Human Nature Scale was scored by tabulating 

and ranking the scores to determine the ten pighest and ten lowest 

scores on the subscales as well as the General Favorability of Human 

Nature Score. These scores result in two groups of teachers for each 

hypothesis. 

The Galloway Analysis of Nonverbal Communication was scored by 

tabulating the teacher and student nonverbal behaviors as categorized 

by the observer. Totals were tabulated for five experimental groups. 

(Appendix B) 

1he statistiGal test to determi~e the relationships in teacber 

behavior between the experimental groups was chi square. (Popham, 19~7, 

pp. 291,.300) The level of GOnfidence has been set at the . 05 level. 

The formula for chi square is: 

X2 = (Observed frequencies - Expected frequencies) 2 
Expected Frequencies 
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The statistical test to determine the relationship in pupil behav-

ior Qetween the experimental groups was Spearman rho. (Runyon and 

Haber, 1968, pp. 88-89) The level of confidence has been set at the 

.05 level. The formula for Spearman rho is: 

rho = 1 - 2 n(n -1) 

Format for Succeeding Chapters 

Five chapters suffice to fulfill the requirements of this study, 

Following the present introductory chapter, Chapter II is devoted to a 

review of related research and literature. Chapter Il~ presents a dis~ 

cussion of the instrumentation of the study. Chapter IV presents a 

statistical treatment of the data used in the study. Finally, Chapter 

V su111lllarizes the entire study, presents findings of the study, gives 

conclusions drawn from the findings, makes recommendations in keeping 

with these conclusions, and suggests areas for further research. 



CHAPTER II 

R,EVIEW.OF SELECTEI) RESEARCI! A.ND LITERAµTR.E 

This chapter includes a review of selected sources of information 

pertaining to concepts of philosophy which provide the coherence to all 

actions and to nonverbal communication which occurs as a part of class-

room interation. 

Philosophies of Human Nature 

Educators have recognized a theoretical relationship between 

teacher ph;Uasophy and }?ehavior. Rogers states; 

If we distrust;: the human being then we roust cram him w;i,.th the 
information. of our own choosing, lest he go his own mistaken 
way. But if we trust the capacity of the hu~an individual 
for developing .his own potentiality, then we can permit him 
the opportunity to choose his own w~y in learning, Hence, 
this type of lea~ning woµld be possible only for a teacher 
who has a somewhat confident view of man. (Rogers,. 1957) 

Although people c;:ontinuaUy refiar to the manner in wh;i,.ch othet;"s 

act and react in terms of their assumptions about human nature, at-

tempts to quantify.and mea1;1ure this pervasive concept have been sca,rce. 

Recently, however, social scientists have become interested in empiri-

cal research related to philosophies of human nature. The initiative 

and bulk of the research has been the contribution of La~ence S. 

Wrightsman, a professor of Psychology at George Peabody College for 

Teachers, 

11 
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The instrument, which was developed in 1964, is called the PI;iN or 

Philosophies of Human Nature Scale. The PBN has been used since its 

inception in 1964 to collect normative data to determine if the instrµ

ment can differentiate between various groups of people, This differ~ 

entiation is based upon philosophical orientations. 

Ligon (1963) sought to discover what relationship e~isted between 

a person's religious background and that per$on's philosophy of human 

nature .. The PHN Wi:j.S used in conjunction with a scale to determine the 

type of religious orientation of one hundred six college students. 

Findings indicated, although not strongly, that those who held humani

tarian religious attitudes bad a more favorable view of the hµman 

nature of man than did those who held fundamentalist religious atti

tudes. This led the author to co~clude that religious education tech

niques were not proving useful in integrating religious concepts into 

a functional philosophy of human nature. Further studies by Malone 

(1964),,Ewing (1966), ~nd Kawamura and Wrightsman (1969) have produced 

evidence which is in general agreement with the study by Ligon. 

Thompkins (1965) found that eighty percent of those who say they 

believe that man is basically good also believe in those ideologies 

which 'rhompkins labeled as "hulDanistic", By contrast, ap:proximq,tely 

eighty percent of those who believe people are baaically evil at;'e com .. 

mi tted significantly to the belief that man should ca.nform to e:icternal 

standards. 

~ason (1966) used counselor trainees and ministerial students 

in his study of the perceptions of human natµre, tendencies toward 

autho~itarianism, and the relationspip between these two attitudes. 

Counselor trainees and ministerial students were administered the 



PHN and the Social Matv.rity Scale. It was indicated that there were 

no significant di£ferences in their perception of htiman nature on in 

tendencies to be atithoritarian. A statistically. significant relation .. 

ship was reported to exist between a negative view of human nature and 

the tendency. to be atithoritarian. 

In an attempt to determine if one changes his philosophy of human 

nature due to a traumatic experience, Wrightsman and Noble (1965) re

tested students on the PHN soon after the assassination of President 

John F. Kennedy. Students who felt a "great personal loss" with the 

President's death showed greater negative views toward human nature 

than did students less emotionally affected. By retesting the same 

students three months later~ it was determined that the negative views 

were apparent,ly only. temporary as students returned to their pre .. 

assassination position on the PHN. 

Wrightsman (1966) administered the PHN to fifty-one males and 

forty females who were enrolled in the University of the Phillipines. 

·Stu.dents were .;i.lso administered the TFI (Traditional Famil.y. !deplogy). 

There was a significant relationship between negative scores on the 

PHN and the TFI. 

Normative data is reported by Wrightsman and Satterfield. (1967) 

which U.sts the reimlts of ~he admin:i.stration of the :PHN at twe1:1,ty 

cc;>lleges and universities. The schools were predominantly. Southern; 

however, samj?les were al,so taken from Central Michigan College, the 

State University College of Fredonia, New York, the U, S. Air Force and 

Military Academies, and the University of R;twaii. 

Students in these studies generally scored in the neutral range 

of s4bstant:ive sµbscales, They saw hi..tman nature .as neither trustworthy 



nor untrustworthy, as neither possessipg wi11 power nor lacking will 

power, as neither altruistic nor selfish, and neither independent nor 

conforming. Students from colleges with primarily religious orienta

tion, as well as students from Negro colleges, usually viewed human 

nature more negatively than students from other co!leges. 
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Some differences can be shown on the F;HN regarding maie and female 

students at the college level. Females consistently have more favor

able views about trustworthiness, strength of will, altruism, and inde

pendence in human nature. Females also believe human nature is more 

complex than do males. (Wrigqtsman and Satterfield, 1967) 

Two separate attempts were undertaken to determine the effective

ness of different types of counse1ing practicums. (McNamara, 1967; 

Anderson,. 1968) ln each of the studies the investigator was unable to 

show any great change in the subject's beliefs regarding human nature. 

The investigators concluded that perhaps the counselor trainees already 

possessed favorable perceptions of human nature. 

Miller (1968) compared the attitudes of social work graduate stu

dents, profession.;il social workers, and undergraduate students. His 

findings indicated ~hat students who ent~r the social work field are 

more positive in their views of hqman nature than are the undergraduate 

students, but not asi positive in their views as professional social 

workers. Miller concluded that perhaps persons who enter social work 

education already p0ssess l;>asic valu,es compatible with those expounded 

by the social work profession and that professional social work might 

strengthen these beliefs. 

ln a study comparing 176 graduate students in counseling psychol

ogy, clinicGJ.l psychology, and vocation.al re):l.abilitation counseling, 
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Dole, Nottingham, and Wrightsman (1969) again used the PHN. The stu" 

dents tended to have a neutral, although slightly favorable, attitude 

toward people. The students also agreed that human nature is basically 

complex and variable. ~he authors, by the use of the PHN, could not 

differentiate the vocational specialty of the students. 

~n order to determine changes over a long period of time, Baxter 

(1968) retested college freshmen and sophomores after one year and two 

respectively, using the ~liN. Students became more positive in their 

views toward man's complexity, trustworthiness, and altruism. Changes 

tended to be as great after one year as after two years. 

In testing seven years of entering freshmen classes at George 

Peabody College for Teachers,. Baker (1969) found results which differ 

somewhat from Baxter's. Baker states that recent classes of freshmen 

have significantly increased in their basic distrust of human nature 

and in their cynicism. 

Ashcraft (1969) hypothesized that a person's philosophy of human 

nature could be used to predict how he would make judgments regarding 

. the variability and the complexity of others. One hundred fresh.men 

girls were used to test this hypothesis. ~indings were not conclusive 

but were indicative that the manner in which one views the variability 

and complexity of human nature may be part of a total ~oncept of cog~ 

nitive complexity which can be related to findings of studies in other 

areas of perception and discrimination. 

Wolfe (1971) measured principals' beliefs about human nature, 

teacher morale, and teachers' perceived participation in decision 

making, The instruments used were the PHN, the Purdue Teacher Opin~ 

ionnaire, and the Decision Point Analysis,.respectively. Wolfe found 
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there was no relationship between teaching staffs' perceived participa~ 

tion in educational decision-making and principals' beliefs about human 

nature. He found a slight relationship between principals' beliefs 

about human nature and the teaching staff's morale. Of the eleven 

principah with high PHN scores,. eight had teachers with above•average 

teacher morale. Of the eleven principals with low PHN's, eight had 

teachers with below-average teacher morale. Neither of these relation

ships was· statistically. significant. 

Since Wrightsman first developed the Philosophy of Human Nature 

Scale, increasing research attempts have been made to clearly. define 

the manner in which most people view the interpet""sonal aspects of man's 

nature. Most of the data on thePHN ;i.s normative. The :research has 

yet to indicate any strong predictive validity of the PHN to differen

tiate between groups. Most longitudinal attitude studies have used a 

teacher's scores on the PHN as a determinant :for observation of nonv.er

bal communication within the classroom. 

~onverbal Communication 

Whenever human beings come into contact, a reality exists that is 

understood and shared without words. This is the fun~amental assump~ 

tion that undergirds the significance of nonverbal communication. This 

section of the paper will review some of the literature concerning the 

afore~mentioned reality, nonverbal communication. 

After completing his famous work on The Origin ·.-2! the Species, 

Darwin (1955) turned his attention to "the expression of emotion in men 

and animals." He encountered little difficulty in describing behavior

al characteristics which were representative of various emotions. He 
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believed that emotions and their expressional refetrents were every-

where the same. Uis research suggests cross-cultural similarities in 

the expression of happiness, sadness, elation, etc. Darwin believed 

the smile was a remainder of man's earlier evolution. Darwin theorized 

that human expression could be traced to earlier functions these ex-

pressions performed in survival. 

Today there is disagreement with Darwin's thesis that expressions 

have the same definition and purpose for all of man. Birdwhistell 

(1970) and Hall (1959) both assert that different purposes can be 

represented by the same expression, dependent upon culture. Cultural 

and subcultural differences are stressed as significant variables in 

the interpretation of nonverbal behavior. Birdwhistell and Hall both 

feel tQ.at Darwin underestimated the influence of acculturation process~ 

es. Hall states that the Arab, because of the cultural variables, may 

stand quite close and look intently into the American's eyes as he 

talks. This type of nonverbal behavior may be associated with sexual 

intimacy by the American. 

Hall (1959) writing from an anthropological viewpoint, states that 

all individuals communicate through conventional means of ges~ure mak-

ing and idiosyncratic expressions. The absence of nonverbal cornmunica~ 

tion is virtually impossible: 

Even a person who stands relatively rigid, or who remains 
immobilized, or who appears impassive, conveys messages. 
Perhaps such messages are not intentionally meant to be 
transmitted, but they are addressed transmissions which con
vey information; for indeed, the silent codifications of 
nonverbal messages influence the perceptions of persons who 
come into contact with each other. (Hall, 1959) 

Ruesch (1955) developed a codification system which differ~ntiated 

the codification of verbal and nonyerbal communication systems: 



Nonverbal Codifications 
Permit redundancies 
Permit quick statements 
Are subject oriented 
Have emotional appeal 
Facilitate understanding 
Represent intimate language 

Verbal Codifications 
Produce fatigue when redundant 
Necessitate long-winded statements 
Are predicate oriented 
Exert an intellectual appeal 
Are apt for teaching agreements 
Represent a distant language 
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Ruesch summed his codification with the idea that nonverbal is a series 

of signs representatively similar to things for which they stand while 

verbal is only an identifying and typifying sign which lacks the 

immediacy of the nonverbal. 

Brooks (1971) has a similar codification except he adds these two 

concepts: . (1) Nonverbal communication uses the older structures of the 

central and autonomic nervous system and thus is learned earlier in 

life while verbal uses the younger structures of the nervous system and 

is learned later in life. (2) Nonverbal communication ;i.s regulated by 

principles governed by biological necessity whereas verbal communica-

tion is governed by arbitrary, man-made principles. 

Ruesch and Kees (19~6) have developed an elaborate theory of com~ 

munication which does not make any type of distinction between inten-

tional statements and unintentional expressions. Thus all communica-

tive acts have a function. Their theory asserts: 

verbal, explicit and inten
alone, , .. The concept of 
those processes by which 

Communication does not refer to 
tional transmission of messages 
communication would include all 
people influence one another .. 
upon the premise that all actions 
tive aspects, as soon as they are 
being. 

. This definition is based 
and events have communica~ 
perceived by another human 
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Ruesch and Kees also state that nonverbal communication retlects 

the inner state of the organism, particularly the emotions and feel

ings. It appears that the sender and receiver can predict events more 

accurately than it they relied upon words alone, This leads to the 

contention that nonverbal behavior is superior to verbal because it is 

a more accurate representation of the true person or self; that is~ 

nonverbal communication is more constant with the real feelings and 

thoughts of the person. Thus, a person who can detect contradictions 

between verbal and nonverbal messages can secure a more precise and 

accurate message. 

An assumption shared by many people and supported by psychiatrists 

is that nonverbal behavior provides a leakage channel which is diffi· 

cult to control or to censor. Ekman and Friesen (1969) feel that the 

primary reason for this is the lack of immediate teedback one has to 

his own nonverbal communication. It is possible to hear yourself talk, 

but little information is available regarding a person's own body move

ments and expressions, 

This is confounded, according to Bluemer (1936), because it may be 

impossible to, in a conscious sense,. identify the exact expressive cues 

to which an individual is responding. The nonverbal is distinguished 

by spontaneity and immediate response. It see~s that individuals are 

generally unaware of this unconscious response just because it occurs 

spontaneously, requiring mediating interpretation. 

Goffman (1959) presents another view on this matter. He suggests 

that nonverbal behaviors can be managed to achieve a desired effect. 

His view emphasizes the idea that people in everyday. life take on roles 

for the purpose of achieving proper impressions. Goffman states: 



As a part of personal front we may include insignia of office 
or rank, clothing, sex, age,. racial characteristics, posture, 
speech patterns, facial expressions, bodily gestures, and the 
like. Some of these, such as racial characteristics, are 
relatively fixed. • . . Some of these sign vehicles are rela
tively mobile or transitory . . . and can vary during a 
performance, 
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This ascertains that during social interaction, the expressive acts of 

an individual's activity suggest a promissory character that is assumed 

by others to represent an accurate reflection of the real self an indi-

vidual possesses. Even those best at managing their expressive behav-

iors assume that the expressive behaviors of others are not managed. 

Many of the early experimental studies tested whether observers 

and judges could accurately identify the emotions of subjects when 

specified emotions were expressed nonverbally. Using photographs of 

posed expressions,.it was found that observers could not identify these 

nonverbal expressions. One factor that precluded an accurate judgment 

by an observer was the absence of context. .. Missing a definition of the 

situation and an understanding of the context in which the expressions 

occurred, observers were inconsistent in their judgments. Another 
/ 

factor in these studies which prevented accurate estimates of emotion 

was the reliance on posed expressions which often seemed unnatural to 

observers. From these studies it was learned that an understanding of 

contextual information and the appearance of natural behaviors were 

necessary to studies of nonverbal behavior. (Bruner and Tagiuri, 1954) 

Koch (1971) feels that judging a single nonverbal signal is not a 

valid method of judgment; instead it should be judged just as one would 

judge a word, in context. Afrown might indicate concentration or 

annoyance, depending upon the total contextual field. Koch further 

states that once we know nonverbally, we know for sure. 



In a.recent study i,nvolving teachers and nonverbal communicat:i,.op, 

Hughes (1962) stated that teaching may be analyzed in terms of the 

function of verbal and nonverbal behaviors in an instructional setting. 

That is, the teacher performs verbal and nonverbal functions which are 

directed toward a pupil, group, or class. One of the conclusions of 

the study was that responsiveness on the part of the teacher, both 

verbally and nonverbally, would lead to more open communications and 

greater involvement in learning . 

. Bernstein (1961) suggested that the lower class culture in England 

is limited to a form of verbal language that is abbreviated and not 

complex with a .system of nonverbal communication serving as a back

ground to speech, He further notes that lower class children encounter 

academic hardships in school, since a premium is placed on spoken and 

.written communication. This is not so of the middle class, whose 

parents prize and reward verbal communication. 

Bernstein further states that the lower classes use nonverbal com

munication for inner meanings and distrust verbal language as a major 

vehicle presenting messages. Thus, these children become laconic in 

their speech habits and suspicious of words to convey meanings. 

Jecker, Maccoby, and Brei,trose (1964) utilized video tapes to see 

if teachers could use the nonverbal communications on the tapes as a 

predictor of the student's ability to answer questions about topics 

that were being discussed. It was found that there was a pattern of 

nonverbal cues related to teacher prediction of comprehension and that 

teachers can be trained to recognize and use them as accurate feedback 

in teaching. 
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Strother (1971) did a study to determine if instruction in nonver

bal connnunication would improve teacher competency and student achieve

ment in an elementary school set;:ting. Students were randomly assigned 

to experimental and control groups. Those in the experimental groups 

were ins true ted in nonverbal connnunication. After testing both groups 

to determine if the instruction in nonverbal communication produced any 

statistically different effects, it was found that there was no signif

icant difference. 

In his initial study of nonverbal connnunication, Galloway (1962) 

attempted to develop an observational system to describe the conse

quences of nonverbal acts. Bound by his pedagogical interest in the 

effects of teacher behavior on subsequent student behavior, he created 

observational categories that had broad rather than specific defini

tions. The purpose of the study was to determine whether a reliable 

observational procedure, with broad categories, was most consistent 

among observers. 

In his later writings, Galloway (1969) appears to be congruent 

with some of the writings ot sociologists sucq as Goffman (1959). Both 

writers identify much nonverbal behavior as a result ot role perform

ance, although Galloway limits his descriptions to the classroom. 

Galloway characterizes this by referring to the act of teachers, within 

this culture, snapping their fingers to get attention, or folding their 

arms to indicate disapproval. Meanwhile, students are nodding their 

heads to indicate understandings and are raising their hands to be 

recognized. 

Several instruments have been developed by observers during the 

past few years to measure nonverbal communication. All of these 
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instruments appear to be based upon the work of Davitz (1964), who 

measured three broad areas of emotional meaning. After measuring these 

areas, Davitz concluded that the most important finding was that al

though individuals differ in their ability to communicate nonverbally, 

it still appears that emotional communication is a stable, measurable 

phenomenon. Those instruments developed are very similar to the 

instruments used to measure verbal behavior in a classroom setting. 

Building upon the earlier work of Galloway,. French (1970) conduct

ed a study to determine whether a combination of verbal and nonverbal 

data might be more meaningful than verbal behavior alone. His findings 

demonstrated that much of meaningful teacher behavior is nonverbal and 

cannot be ignored if an inquirer into classroom interaction wants to 

obtain full information as well as provide useful feedback data to the 

teacher. Another aspect of French's research revealed that personal

ized communicative contacts by teachers were rare during classroom 

activities. 

Another observational instrument that combines verbal and nonver

bal behaviors has been developed. by Heger (1970). His instrument, 

called Mini-TIA, reflects the earlier work of Flanders and Galloway, 

but emphasizes neither verbal nor nonverbal as more significant. 

Lail (1969) uses Galloway's Analysis of Nonverbal Communication in 

the evaluation of student teachers. This method can be used independ

ently or in conjunction with Flander's Interaction Analysis. Use of 

this instrument has aided in describing and categorizing student 

teacher behaviors. 

Anderson (1970) has developed a verbal and nonverbal observational 

instrument to provide descriptions of teacher overall teaching styles 



and the uses of instructional materials whicq accompany teacher 

strategies. 
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In conclusion it must be stated that the meanings of nonverbal 

expression are tlSed by students to check on the communicative acts, and 

that such meanings are used by the same pupils to obtain a better pic

ture of the self a teacher proposes to be. By interpreting and infer

ring from nonverbal expressions, pupils may attempt to obtain the full 

impact of a teacher's perceptions and motivations, Jourard (1958) has 

found that a person who employs nonverbal communication in an unsuit-

able fashion can verbally utter the most profound truth, only to have 

it disregarded by others who feel that the speaker's nonverbal expres

sions are inconsistent with his verbal utterances. 

This review has attempted to highlight the function nonverbal 

messages play in classroom interaction between· teachers and pupils. 

The importance of the nonverbal is recognized by both s tudentl3 and 

teachers, althotrnh neither has been instructed in this pai;-ticular area. 

Because of the importance of nonverbal communication in a.classroom 

interaction situation, researchers are constantly seeking new ways to 

more accurately measure this phenomenon, 



CHAPTER III 

INSTRUMENTATION OF THE STUDY 

The purpose of this study was to investigate the relationship be

tween teachers' views regarding the nature of man and those teachers' 

classroom nonverbal behaviors. The study also sought to determine 

whether a relationship exists between the nonverbal behavior of pupils 

and their teachers' beliefs regarding the nature of man. 

In order to fulfill the requirements of this study it was neces

sary to ~easure the philosophies of human nature and the nonverbal 

classroom practices of thirty teachers. 

The philosophy of h~man nature of the participating teachers was 

measured by eliciting their responses to the Philosophy of Human Nature 

Scale. The participating teachers' nonverbal behavior was determined 

by the analysis of their nonverbal responses and their students' non

verbal responses as categorized by Galloway's Analysis of Nonverbal 

Communication, The following description of the Philosophies of Human 

Nature Scale and of the Galloway Analysis of Nonverbal Communication 

will offer some assistance in the understanding of this study, 

Philosophies of Human Nature Scale 

The Philosophies of Human Nature Scale (PHN) was utilized by the 

investigator to determine the teacher's basic beliefs concerning the 

nature of man. This instr~ment contains eighty-four statements. 
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Responses are made to each statement on a six point scale of -3, -2, 

-1, +l~ +2, and +3. These scores indicate strongly disagree (-3) to 

strongly agree (+3). (See Appendix A,) 

The PHN scale is designed to measure a person's beliefs about 

human nature. This scale is composed of six subscales with fourteen 

items on each subscale. The subscales are: 

1. Trustworthiness vs. Untrustworthiness, 

2. Strength of Will and Rationality vs. Lack of Will and 
Irrationality, 

3. Altruism vs. Selfishness, 

4. Independence vs. Conformity, 

5. Simplicity and Understanding vs. Complexity and 
Nonunderstanding, 

. 6, Simplicity vs. Variability. 
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Scores were obtained for each subscale with a possible range from 

a -42 to a +42 with a score between -14 and +14 indicating a neutral 

view of the dimension. Scores falling between -14 and -42 indicate a 

negative view on that particular dimension while scores falling between 

+14 and +42 indicate a positive view on that particular dimension. 

Scores on the first four dime~sions may be summed to give a General 

Favorability of Human Nature Score (range +168 to -168). This score 

indicates a positive or negative view of man. 

Scores on the fifth and sixth dimension may be summed to give a 

score on the multiplexity of human nature. However, for the purpose of 

this study, only. the Favorability of Human Nature Score will be used, 

Reliability 

Wrightsman (1964) reports split-half reliability coefficients for 
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the individual subscales are of an acceptable magnitude ranging from 

.40 to .78. The test-retest reliability coefficients, with a three

month interval between testing, were as follows: Trustworthiness, .74; 

Altruism, .83; Independence, .75; Streng.th .. of Will and Rationality, 

,75r, Complexity, .52; and Variability, .84. The scores on the first 

four subscales were summed to give a General Favorability of Human 

Nature Score; this score had a reliability of .90. Thus the subscales 

appear to be quite stable over time, and the reliability of coeffi

cients are higher than those measuring the internal consistency of the 

subscales. 

The relationships among the first four subscales indicate that 

there is something common to the first four dimensions, as each of 

these six correlations is positive, above .30, and significant from 

zero. The highest correlations are among Trustworthiness, Altruism, 

and Independence; those ranging from .61 to .69. Correlations between 

these variables and Strength of Will are appreciably lower, in the 

.30's. 

Validity 

To test for validity, Wrightsman (1964) administered the PHN scale 

and other attitude scales in the same conceptual area to the same 

groups, As expected, there are significant negative correlations be

tween the Favorableness of Hu):llan Nature Scores and the Political Cyni

cism Scale. (Agger, Goldstein, and Pearl, 1961) These negative corre"" 

lations ranged froni ..,.58 to -.66 and were significant at the .01 level. 

There are also negative correlations between the Favorableness of 

Human Nature Scores and scores obtained on the Machiavellian Scale. 
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(Christie and Merton, 1958) The person scoring high on the Machiavel

lian Scale has needs to manipulate people. He believes tQat flattery, 

threat, and deceit are the most successful ways of getting people to 

conform to his thinking. The correlations between PHN Scores and the 

Machiavellianism Scale ranged from -.38 to -.67, which was significant 

at the .01 level. 

There was a positive correlation, significant at the .01 level, 

between the Favorability. of Human Nature and the Faith in People 

Scale. (Rosenberg, 1956) These correlations ranged from .39 to ,75. 

This is to be expected, as both scales atte~pt to measure the goodness, 

worthiness, and improvability of human nature. 

These correlation coefficients, both positive and negative, wpuld 

be indicative that positive scores on the Favorableness of Human Nature 

would indicate a positive view of Quman nature. Also, negative scores 

on the Favorableness of Human Nature would be indicative of a negative 

view of human nature. 

Galloway's Analysis of Nonverbal Communication 

Galloway's Analysis of Nonverbal Communication was employed in the 

investigation to assess the extent of direct or indirect behavior of 

participating teachers in the classroom. The Galloway system is com

posed of ten categories which are described below. Categories one 

through four classify teacher actions as indirect or allowing for the 

maximizing of student freedom and interaction. Categories five, six, 

and seven classify teacher actions that minimize student freedom of 

response. The last category, ten, categorizes the nonverbal behavior 

that occurs during.silence or confusion. 
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The sections of nonverbal behavior which are categorized as direct 

or indirect influence are subdivided in order to make the total pattern 

more meaningful. Indirect influence consists of four observational 

categories: encouraging or restricting, congruent or incongruent, 

implement or perfunctory, and personal or impersonal. Direct influence 

is divided into three categories: responsive or unresponsive, involve 

or dismiss, and firm or harsh. Student activity is listed as either 

receptive or inattentive. 

The subdivisions of Galloway's interaction analysis of pupil-

teacher nonverbal behavior are described in the following way: 

1. Encouraging or Restricting: 
Encouraging--accepts the feeling tone of the students 
and their right to have these feelings. These student 
feelings may be either positive or negative. 
Restricting--does not accept the ;feeling tone of the 
students or their right to have these feelings·, 

· 2. Con,gruent or Incongruent: 
Congruent--nonverbal cues reinforce and further clarify 
the credibility of a verbal message. 
Incongruent--con,tradiction occurs between verbal and 
nonverbal cues. 

3. Implement or Perfunctory: 
. Implement--implementation occurs when the teacher 
actually uses student's idea by discussing it, reflect
ing upon it, or turning it to the class for considera
tion. 
Perfunctory--perfunctory use occurs when the teacher 
merely recognizes of acknowledges student's idea by 
automatically repeating or restating it. 

4. Personal or Impersonal: 
Personal--face-to-face confrontation 
Impersonal--avoidance of verbal interchange in which 
mutual glances are exchanged. 

5. Responsive or Unresponsive: 
Responsive--change in teacher's pace or direction of 
talk in response to student behavior. 
Unresponsive--inability or unwillingness to alter the 
pace or direction of lecture disregarding pupil cues. 



6. Involve or Dismiss: 
Involve--students are involved in a clarification or 
maintenance of learning tasks. 
Dismiss--teacher dismisses or controls student behavior. 

7. Firm or Harsh: 
Firm--criticism which evaluates a situation cleanly and 
crisply and clarify expectations for the situation. 
Harsh--criticism which is hostile, severe, and often 
denotes aggressive or defensive behavior. 

8. Receptive or Inattentive: 
Receptive--involves attitude of listening and interest, 
facial involvement, and eye contact. 
Inattentive--involves a lack of attending eye contact 
and teacher travel movement. 

9. Receptive or Inattentive: 
Receptive--involves attitude of listening and interest, 
facial involvement, ~nd eye contact. 
Inattentive--involves a lack of attending eye contact 
and teacher travel or movement. 

10. Comfort or Distress: 
Comfort--silence characterized by times of reflection, 
thought or work. 
Distress--instances of embarrassment or tension-filled 
moments, usually reflecting disorganization and lack 
of continuity. 

A series of steps in training the observer was followed by the 

investigator. The following steps were observed: (1) memorizing the 

categories, (2) following a simple set of rules, and (3) practicing 
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using video tapes from various classrooms as well as films of classroom 

situations. After working on these tapes for approximately ten hours, 

.an observer begins to develop the ability to make judgments easily and 

to categorize consistently. 

Observer Reliability 

Observer reliability was estimated by Scott's Coefficient. 

Scott's method is unaffected by low frequencies, can be adapted to 

percent figures, can be estimated more rapidly in the field, and is 
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more sensitive at higher levels of reliability. Scott calls his coe!-

ficient "pi" and it is determined by the following formula: 

p - p 
o e 

11=--
1 ,. p 

e 

P is the proportion of ~greement between the observations made of 
0 

the same teacher by different observers, and P is the proportion of e 

agreement expected by chance which is found by squaring the proportion 

of tallies in each category and summing these over-all categories. 

This formula can be expressed verbally as the amount that the observers 

exceed chance agreement divided by the amount that perfect agreement 

exceeds chance. 

Three times during the observations, another observer trained in 

the use of Galloway's Analysis of Nonvel;'bal Communication checked 

observer reliability by the use of Scott's Coefficient. 

The analysis of all data obtained in this study was made by the 

use of chi square and Spearman rho tests of significant relationships. 

·These data may not be inferred to a population other than the popula-

tion in the study. 



CHAPTER IV 

PROCEDUR~S, ANALYSIS, AND TREATMENl' OF DATA 

This chapter describes the procedures used by the investigator to 

collect the data in this study. Also presented in this chapter are the 

tabulated results of the data obtained from the instruments described 

in Chapter III. The data gathered in this investigation were used for 

the primary purpose of testing the following null hypotheses: 

I. There is no significant relationship between the nonverbal 

communication patterns of teachers who have a positive view of man and 

teachers who have a negative view of man. 

la. There is no significant relationship between the 
nonverbal communication patterns of teachers who 
believe man is trustworthy and teachers who believe 
man is untrustworthy. 

lb. There is no significant relationship between the 
nonverbal communication patterns of teachers who 
believe man is altruistic and teachers who believe 
man is selfish. 

le. There is no significant relationship between the 
nonverbal communication patterns of teachers who 
believe man has strength of will and teachers who 
believe man has lack of will. 

ld. There is no significant relationship between the 
nonverbal communication patterns o{ teachers who 
believe man has independence and teachers who 
believe man is a conformist. 

II. There is no significant relationship between teachers' view 

regarding the nature of man and the nonverbal communication patterns 

of pupils taught by those teachers. 
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2a.. Ther~ is no significant relationship between the 
teachers' view regarding the trustworthiness of 
man and the nonverbal communication patterns of 
pupils taught by those teachers. 

2b. There is no significant relationship between the 
teachers' view regarding man as being altruistic 
and the nonverbal communication pattern of pupils 
taught by those teachers. 

2c. There is no significant relationship between the 
teachers' view regarding the strength of will of 
man and the nonverbal communication patterns of 
pupils tau~ht by those teachers. 

2d. There is no significant relationship between th~ 
teachers' view regarding the independence of man and 
the nonverbal communication patterns of pupils taught 
by those teachers. 

The data to test the null hypotheses were collected through the 
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Philosophies of Human Nat1,1re Scale and Galloway's Analysis of. Nonverbal 

Communication. The rationale, purpose, and content of these two 

instruments were presented earlier. 

Subjects 

The subjects were chosen from. three school districts in Southeast-

ern Oklahoma. The school districts were located in urban areas and 

consisted of students of less affluence than many of those in urban 

school districts in Oklahoma. Those particular districts were chosen 

because of the familiarity of the investig<;1.tor with the area and the 

willingness of the administration for the schools to be part of a 

research project. 

After the districts were chosen, eighty-eight faculty members were 

given the Philosophies of Human Nature Scale. ·Seventy-nine of these 

were completely answered and these were chosen for the initial phase of 

the study. Any teacher who did not teach language arts was not 
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administered a Philosophies of Human Nature Scale, since only those who 

did could be utilized f.or the second phase of the study. 

Scoring the Instruments 

Responses to the Philosophies of Human Nature Scale were punched 

on IBM cards and tabulated by a computer using a program designed by 

the computer center for the scoring of the PHN scale. From the data 

available, the names of the people in the experimental groups pecessary 

to test each hypothesis were selected. These names were given the 

investigator without any indication to which of the experimental groups 

each person belonged. 

In order to obtain a representative sampling of the nonverbal 

communication, each of the classrooms was observed three times and the 

frequencies averaged to obtain a representative sampling. This obser

vation was done by the investigator after he had completed his training 

sessions using Galloway's Analysis of Nonverbal Communication. 

In order to try. to remain constant in the observational situation, 

only language arts classes were observed for twenty minutes. In addi

tion, classes were not observed prior to or immediately after holidays, 

school assemblies, or when a substitute teacher was in charge of the 

classroom situation. The data collected from each observation were 

compiled for each of the experimental groups, (Appendix B) 

Scott's coefficient was employed to compute observer reliability, 

This was done during the early phases of the observation, during the 

middle of the observation period~ and near the end of the observation 

period. The relevant data are in Table I. 



Early 

.547 

TABLE I 

SUMMARY OF OBSERVER RELIABILITY DURING 
THE COURSE OF 'l'lIE INVESTIGATION 

Middle 

.483 

Testing tne·Hypotheses 

.426 

The first major hypothesis, as well as its four subscales, was 

tested using the chi square statistical test of significant relation ... 
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ships. Popham advocates the use of Yates correction for continui~y. in 

statistical treatments such as these. This correction consisted of 

subtracting 0.5 from the absolute value in each cell. For the first 

major hypothesis,.as well as the four subscales of this hypothesis~. the 

significance level of 3.84 is required to reject Hypothesis I and the 

related sub-hypotheses. 

Hvpothesis .!· '.!;here is no significant relationship between 
the nonverbal connnunication patterns of teachers who have a 
positive view of man and teachers who have a negative view 
of man. 

To test this hypothesis, .. the nonverbal communication pattern of 

the teachers who scored high on the PHN scale were classified, on the 

basis of their scores, as being direct or indirect in their nonverbal 

communication. This was determined by which category had the greater 

frequency. This procedure was also completed.for those teachers who 

scored low on the PHN scale. The relevant data are in Table II. 



TABLE II 

SUMMARY OF THE DATA FOR THE TEST OF SIGNIFICANT 
RELATIONSHlP BETWEEN NONVERBAL COMMUNICATlON 

PATTERNS OF HIGH PHN AND LOW PHN TEACHERS 

HIGH PHN LOW PHN 
Direct = 3 Direct 
Indirect = 7 Indirect 

x2 = 7.66 df = 1 p>.05 

= 9 
= 1 

The x2 for testing hypothesis I was 7.66. With one degree of 

freedom, this vaiue was significant at the .O~ level. Therefore, 

hypothesis I was rejected. 

Hypothesis la. There is no significant relationship between 
the nonverbal communication patterns of teachers who believe 
man is trustworthy and teachers who believe man is untrust~ 
worthy. 

To test the hypothesis, the nonverbal communication patterns of 
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the teachers who scored high on the trustworthiness scale were classi~ 

fied, on the basis of their scores, as being direct or indirect in 

their nonverbal communication. This was determined by which category 

had the greater frequency. This procedure was also completed for those 

teachers who scored low on the trustworthy scale, The relevant data 

are in Table III. 

The x2 for testing hypothesis la was 13.00. With one degree .0£ 

freedom, this value was significant at the .05 level. Therefore, 

hypothesis la was rejected. 



TABJ.,E III 

SUMMARY OF '.{,'HE DATA FOR· Tm:: TEST OF SIGNIFICANT RELA!IONSHIP 
. BETWEEN NONVERBAL COMMUNlCATlON PATTERNS OF TRUSTWORTHY 

AND UNTRUSTWORTHY TEACHERS 

TRUS':i:WORTHY 1'EACaERS 
Direct = 1 
Indirect = ·9 

2 ·. x = 13.00 df = 1 

UN'IRUSTWORTHY TEACHERS 
·Direct = 9 
Indirect; = 1 

Hypothesis lb, !here is no significant relationship between 
the nonverbal C0mlllUJliCation pat;:terns of teachers who believe 
man is altruistic and teachers who believe man is selfish. 

To test this hypothesis~ the nonverbal communication pattern of 

the teachers who scored high on the altruistic scale were classified, 

.on the basis of their scores, as being direct or indirect in their 
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nonverbal communication. This was determined by which category had the 

greater frequency. This procedure was also completed for those te&ch-

ers who scored low on the altruistic scale. The relevant data are in 

'!'able IV. 

The x2 for testing Hypothesis lb was 10.08. With one degree of 

freedom, this value was significant; at the ,05 level. Therefore, 

hypothesis lb was rejected. 



TABLE IV 

. SUM?1ARY OF TliE DATA FOR THE TEST OF SIGNIFICANT 
RELATIONSHIP BE'l'WEEN NONVERBAL COMMUNICATION 

PATTERNS OF ALTRUISTIC AND SELFISH TEACHERS 

ALTRUISTIC TEACHER 
Direct - 2 
Indirect = 8 

x2 = lo.oa df = 1 

SELFISH TEACHER 
Direct = 9 
l;ndirect = 1 

p .05 

Hypothesis le. There is no significant relationship between 
the nonverbal communication patterns of teachers who believe 
man has strength of will and teachers who believe man has 
lack of will. 

To test this hypothesis, the nonverbal communication patterns of 

the teachers who scored high on th~ strength of will were classified, 
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an the basis of their scores, as being dir~ct or indirect in their non~ 

verbal communication. This was determined by which category had the 

greater frequency. This procedure was also completed for teachers who 

scored low on the strength o~ will scale. The relevant data are in 

Table V. 

The x2 for testing hypothe~is le was 10.08. With one degree of 

freedom~ this value was significant at the .05 level. Therefore, 

hypothesis le was rejected. 



TABLE V 

SUMMARY O:f THE DATA JrOR THE TEST OF SIGNIFICAN'I;' RELATION.SHIP 
. BETWEEN NONVERBAL COMMUNICATION PATTERNS OF STRENGTH 

OF WILL AND LACK OF WILL TEACHERS 

STRENGTH OF WILL TEACI:U!:RS 
Direct = 2 
Indirect = 8 

2 x = 10.08 df = 1 

LAC~ OF WILL TEACHERS 
Direct = 9 
Indirect = 1 

Hypothesis ld. There is no significant relationship between 
the nonverpal communication patterns of teachers who believe 
man has independence and teachers who believe man is a 
conformist. 

To test this hypothesis, the nonverbal communication pattern of 
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the teachers who scored high on the independence scale were classified, 

on the basis of their scores, as Qeing direct or indirect in their non-

verbal communication. This was determined by which category had the 

greater frequency. This procedure was also completed for those teach-

ers who scored low on the independ.ence scale, The relevant data are in 

Table VI. 

The x2 :for testing hypothesis ld was 5.23. With one degree of 

freedom, this value was significant at the .05 level. Therefore, 

hypothesis ld was rejected. 



T,ABLE VI 

SUMMARY OF THE DATA FOR THE TEST OF SIGNIFICAN'r RELATIONSHIP 
BE'!'WEEN NONVERBAL COMMUNlCATION PATTERNS OF 

lNDEPENDENCE AND CONFORMIST·TEACHERS 

INDEPENDENCE TEACHERS 
Direct = 3 
Indirect :::; 7 

x2 = 5.23 df = 1 

CONFORMIST TEACHERS 
Direct = 8 
Indirect . = 2 

P >.o5 

The second major hypothesis, as well as its four sub-hypotheses, 

was tested by using the Spearman rho statistical test for significant 

relationships. For the second major hypothesis, as well as for the 

four sub-hy~otheses, the significance level of .45 is required to 

reject these h:ypotheses .. 

Hypothesis ll· There is no significant relationship bet:;ween 
the teachers' view regarding the nature of man and the non
verbal conununication patterns of pupils taught.by those 
teachers. 
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To test this hypothesis, the PHN scores were ranked from the high-

est to the lowest. The frequency of tallies of pupil nonverbal connnu-

nication which is found by adding categories eight and nine, was ranked 

from highest to lowest and Spearman rho was utilized to analyze the 

relationship between the ran~in~s. The relevant data are in Table VII. 



TABLE VII 

SUMMAR~ OF THE DATA FOR THE TEST OF SIGNIFICANT RELATIONSHIP 
BETWEEN PUPIL NONVERBAL COM}!UN!CATION PATTERNS OF HIGH PHN 

TEACHERS AND PUPIL NONVERBAL COMMUNICATION 
PATTERNS OF LOW PHN TEACHERS 

D2 = 265 6 (265) 
1 - = 

20 (202-1) 

rho = .80 n = 20 p >.OS 

The rho :J;or testing hypothesis Il; was .80. With an n of twenty, 

the value was significant at the .05 level, Therefore, hypothesis II 

was ;rejected. 

Hypothesis ~· There is no significant relationship between 
the teachers' view regarding the trustworthiness of man and 
the nonverbal communications pattern of pupils taught by 
those teachers. • 

To test this hypothesis, the trustworthiness scores were ranked 

from the highest to the lowest. The frequency of tallies of; pupil 

nonverbal co@munication which is found by adding categories eight and 

nine, was ranked from the highest to the lowest and Spearman rho was 

utilized to analyze the relationship between the rankings, The rele-

vant data are in Table VIII. 
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TABLE VIII 

SUMMARY OF THE DATA FOR THE TEST OF SIGNIFICANT REIATIONSHIP 
BETWEEN PUPIL NONVERBAL COMMUNICATION PATTERNS OF 

TRUSTWORTHY TEACHERS AND PUPIL NONVERBAL 
Cot1MUNICA!ION PATTERNS OF 

UNTRUSTWORTHY TEACHERS 

o2 = 316 
6(316) 

rho = • 76 n = 30 P >.os 

The rho for testing hypothesis 2a was .76. With an n of twenty~ 

the value was significant at the .05 level. Therefore, hypothesis 2a 

.was rejected. 

Hypothesis 12.· There is no significant relationship 
between a teacher's view regarding man as being altruistic 
and the nonverbal communication patterns of pupils taught 
by that t,:eacher. 

To test this hypothesis, the altruistic score~ we~e ranked fro~ 
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the highest to the lowest. The frequency of tallies of pupil nonverbal 

communication, which is found by adding categories eight and nine, was 

ranked from the highest to the lowest and Spearman rho was utilized to 

analyze the relationship between the rankings. The relevant data are 

in Table IX. 



TABLE IX 

~UMMAR.Y OF _THE DATA FOR THE TES';r OF SIGNIFICAN';r RELATIONSJUP 
BETWEI::N PUPIL NONVERBAL COMMUNICATION· PATTERNS OF ALTlWISTIC 

TEACHERa AND PUPIL NONVERBAL COMMUNICATION PATT!:RNS 
OF SELF~SH TEACHERS 

D2 = 276 1 6 ~276l. ,. 
c2o2-1> 20 

rho ·= • 79 n = 20 P>.os 
• 

The rho for testing hypothesis 2b was .79. With an n of twenty, 

the value was sign~ficant at the .05 level. Therefore, hypothesis 2b 

was rejected. 

Hypothesis Z.S.· There is no significant relationship between 
the- teachers' view regarding the_ strength of will of man and 
the nonverbal cOtDmunication patterns of pupils taught by 
those teachel;'s. 

To test this hypothesis, the strength of will scores were ranked 

from the highest to the lowest. The frequency of tallies of pupil 
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no~verbal connnunication, which is found by adding categories eight and 

nine, was ranked from the highest to the lowest and Spearman rho was 

utilized to analyze th~ relationship between the rankings. The rele-

vant data are in Tabl& X. 
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TABLE X 

SUMMARY OF THE DATA FOR THE TEST OF SIGNIFICANT RELATIONSHIP 
BETWEEN PUPIL NONVERBAL COMMUNICATION PATl'ERNS 'OF 

STRENGTH OF WILL TEACHERS AND PUPIL NONVERBAL 
COMMUNICATION PATTERNS OF 

o2 = 350 

rho = . 74 

LA.GK OF WILL TEACHERS 

1 - 6 (350) 

20 (202-1) 

n = 20 P>.os 

The rho for testing hypothesis 2c was .74. With an n of twenty, 

the value was sigp.ificant; at the .05 level. Therefore, hypothesiE? 2c 

was rejected. 

Hypothesis l!!· There is no significant relationship between 
the teach,ers' view regarding the independence of man and the 
nonverbal communication patterns of pupils taught by those 
teachers. 

To test this hypothesis, the independence scores were ranked from 

the highest to t;he lowest. The frequency of tallies of pupil nonverbal 

communication, which is found by adding categories eight and nine, was 

ranked .from the highest; to the lowest and Spearm.;ln rho was ut;il:i,zed to 

analyze the relationship between the rankings. The relevant data are 

in 'l'able XI. 



TABLE XI 

SUMMARY OF THE DATA FOR THE TEST OF SIGNIFlCANT RELATIONSHIP 
BETWEEN PUPIL NONVERBAL COMMUNICATION PATTERNS OF 

INDEPENDENCE TEACHERS AND PUPIL NONV:ERBAL 
COMMUNICATION PATTERNS OF 

D2 = 351 

rho = . 74 

CONFORMIST TEACHERS 

1 - 6 (351) 

20 (202-1) 

n = 20 P >.os 

The rho for testing hypothesis 2d was .74. With an n of twenty, 

the value was significant at the .05 ievel. Therefore, hypothesis 2d 

was rejected. 

The two major related null hypotheses, as well as the eight 

related sub-hypotheses were tested and the results were summarized in 

this chapter, All of the null hypotheses were rejected at the .05 

level. 

Chapter V presents the findings of the study, the conclusions 

drawn from the findings, and recommendations of areas for further 

research. 
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·CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY, FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS, 

AND REC~NDATIONS 

This study.was designed to determine whether teachers' philosophi

cal beliefs about the nature of man influence their nonverbal comrouµi

ca tion pattern in a classroom situation. 

Sunnnary 

A review of related literature seems to reveal two important 

trends in relation to the focus of this study: (1) Philosophy.is be

coming more important to educators as they theorize that philosophy, 

especially thosebeliefs about the nature of man, is the basis for all 

teaching acts;· (2) Nonverbal communication seems to be the truest e~

pressioP. of the state of a person. · In view of tl;le implications of 

these considerations, an investigation of this nature seemed to have 

merit. 

Two instruments of analysis were used. The Philosophies of Human 

Nature Scale (PHN) was employed to identify the teacher's beliefs about 

the pature of man. Galloway's Analysis of Nonverbal Communication was 

employed to observe the nonverbal communication patterns of teachers 

and students in thirty di;fferent classrooms. 

The selection of the participating school districts was·based upon 

.several factors: • (1) a teacher population large enough to supply an 
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adequate sampling; (2) geographic locale; (3) willingness of teachers 

and administrators to participate in the study; and (4) a diversity of 

organizational designs and instructional techniques, The thirty 

teachers whose classroom nonverbal communication was studieq were 

se1ected by their scores on the General Favorability of auman Nature 

Score and their scores on the subscales of Trustworthiness; Altruistic; 

Strength of Will;.and Independence. Those ten teachers who scored the 

highest and those ten who scored the lowest on each of the preceding 

scales were observed for direct influence, indirect influence, and 

pupil nonverbal communication patterns. Because of the nature of a 

subscale, most of the teachet's chosen on each subscale were also chosen 

on other subscales and the General Favorability of auman Nature· Score. 

The data were analyzed through a chi square test of significant 

relationship and Spearman rho test of significant relationship. The 

level of significance was set at the .05 level of confidence. 

Findings 

The findings of this study considered to be tb,e most significant 

were the following: 

1. There was a significant relationship between the nonverbal 

communication patterns which reflected the teachers' direct influence 

. in the classroom and th~ teachers' beliefs about the nature of man. 

Teachers who had a negative view of man tended to express nonverbal 

communication patterns of a more direct nature than did teachers who 

had a positive view of man. 

2. There was a significant relationship between the nonverbal 

communication patterns which reflected the teachers' direct influence 
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in the classrooms and the teachers' beliefs about the trustworthiness 

of man. Teachers who believed man was untrustworthy tended to express 

nonverbal communication patterns of a more direct nature than did 

teachers who believed man was trustworthy. 

3. There was a.significant relationship between the nonverbal 

communication patterns which reflected the teachers' direct influence 

in the classrooms and the teachers' beliefs about man be:i,.ng altruistic. 

-Teachers who believed man was selfish tended to express nonverbal com~ 

m4nication patterns of a more direct nature than did teachers who 

believed man was altruistic. 

4. There was a significant relationship between the nonverbal 

communication patterns-which reflected the teachers' direct influence 

in the classrooms and the teachers' bdiefs regarding strength of wiU. 

Teachers who believed man had lack.of will tended to express nonverbal 

cQmmunication patterns of a more direct nature than did teachers who 

believed man had strength of will. 

5. There was a significant relationship between the nonve+bal 

communication patterns which refiec ted the teachers' direc;: t inOuence 

in the classrooms and the teachers' beliefs regarding the independence 

of man. Teachers who believed man was a conformist tended to express 

nonverbal communication patterns of a more direct nature than did 

teachers who believed man had independ~nce. 

6. There was a significant relations~ip between the nonverbal 

communication patterns which .reflected the teachers' indirect influence 

in the classrooms and the teachers' beliefs about the nature of man. 

Teachers who had a positive view of man tended to express nonvet'bal 

communication patterns of a more indirect nature than did teachers who 
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had a negative view of man. 

7. There was a significant relationship between the nonverbal 

communication patterns which reflected the teachers' indirect infl~ence 

in the classrooms and the teachers 1 beliefs about the trustworthiness 

of man. Teachers who believed man was trustworthy tended to express 

nonverbal communication patterns of a more indirect nature than did 

teachers who believed man was untrustworthy. 

8. There was a significant relationship between the nonverbal 

communication patterns which reflected the teachers' indirect influence 

in the classrooms and the teachers' beliefs about man being altruistic. 

Teachers who qelieved man was altruistic tended to express nonverbal 

communication patterns of a more indirect nature than did teachers who 

believed man was selfish. 

9. There was a significant relationship between the nonverbal 

communication patterns which reflected the teachers' indirect influence 

in the classrooms and the teachers' beliefs regarding strength of will. 

Teachers who believed man had strength of will tended to express non-

verbal communication patterns of a more indirect nature than did teach-

ers who believed man had lack of will. 

10. There was a significant relationship between the nonverbal 

communication patterns which reflected the teachers' indirect influence 

in the classrooms and the teachers' beliefs regarding the independence 

of man. teachers who believed man had independence tended to express 

nonverbal commuhication patterns of a more indirect nature than did 
) 

teachers who believed man was a conformist. 

11. There was a significant relationship between the nonverbal 

communication patterns of pupils and their teachers' beliefs about the 
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nature of man, Pupils whose teachers had a positive view of man tended 

to express more nonverbal communication than pupils whose teachers had 

a negative view of man. 

12. There was a significant relationship between the nonverbal 

communication patterns of pupils and their teachers' beliefs about the 

trustworthiness of man. Pupils whose teachers believed man to be 

trustworthy tended to express more nonverbal communication than pupils 

whose teachers believed man to be untrustworthy. 

13. There was a significant relationship between the nonverbal 

communication patterns of pupils and their teachers' beliefs about man 

being altruistic. Pupils whose teachers believed man to be altruistic 

tended to express more nonverbal communication than pupils whose teach

ers believed man to be selfish. 

14. There was a significant relationship between the nonverbal 

communication patterns of pupils and their teachers' beliefs regarding 

strength of will. Pupils whose teachers believed man to have strepgth 

of will tended to express more nonverbal communication than pupils 

whose teachers believed man to have lack of will. 

15. There was a significant relationship between the nonverbal 

communication patterns of pupils and their teachers' beliefs about the 

independence of man. Pupils whose teachers believed man to have inde

pendence tended to express more nonverbal communication than pupils 

whose teachers believed man to be a conformist. 

Conclusions 

The following conclusions have been drawn from the findings of 

this study: 



1. The PHN of teachers appears to be reflected in the degree to 

which they expect compliance and conformity to rules and 

authority on the part of their pupils. 

A. Teachers with a high PHN were apparently concerned with 

the development of independent thought and action on the 

part of pupils as described by the kind of nonverbal 

communication they encouraged. 

B. Teachers ~ith a low PHN were apparently more concerned 

with controlling and limiting the pupils as described 

by the kind of nonverbal communication they encouraged. 
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2. The PHN of teachers appears to be reflected by the positive 

and negative nonverbal communication they utilize within their 

classroom. 

A. Teachers with a positive PHN woufd appear to utilize 

more positive nonverbal communication in classroom 

interactions. 

B. By comparison, teachers with a negative PHN would appear 

to utilize more negative nonverbal communication in 

classroom interactions. 

3. The PHN of the teachers in this study appears to be reflected 

in their teaching methodology. 

A. Teachers who have a high PHN appear to be more concerned 

with feelings and emotions in their interactions with 

students. 

B. Teachers who have a low PHN appear to be more concerned 

with content and subject matter in their interactions 

with students. 
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,, 

Recommendations 

'J;he relationship between a teacher's philosophy and his classroom 

behavior has become increasingly obvious. Teachers need to be aware 

of this relationship. The data from this study further recommend the 

study of philosophy by teachers. Both the pre-service and in-service 

training could be utilized for such a study. 

The recommendation is also made that an awareness of the impact of 

nonverbal communication be encouraged through a pre-service or in-

service program. This would emphasize not only what is said, but how 

it is said. An investigation into some of the basics in nonverbal com-

munication sµch as gestures, eye movements, tactile communication, 

voice, space, time, and methods would enlighten teachers to the impor-

tance their acts play in classroom interaction. 

One of the more important characteristics of a research study is 

the questions that it generates. Additional research can substantiate 

the validity of the results and conclusions of this study. 'l;he follow-

ing seem to be some of the more pertinent questions which could be 

answered by additional research: 

1. Research investigation should be instigated to analyze the 

teacher and pupil nonverbal communication patterns in schools which 

would be separated by larger geographic areas than the ones used in 

this study. 

2. A research investigation should be attempted to determine the 

relationship, if any, between the verbal and nonverbal communicative 

acts of teachers in a classroom situation. 

3. ·Some investigations should attempt to determine the relation ... 

ships, if any, between various aspects of a person's belief system and 
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his nonverbal communication. 

4, This study should be replicated with larger samples of teach-

ers. 

5. An attempt should be made to compare the academiG achievement 

of students whose teachers have a positive view of man and pupils whose 

teachers have a negative view of man. 

6. Additional investigations should attempt to determine whether 

variables such as age, sex, level of educational attainment, and years 

of experience relate to positive and negative views of man. 

7. A research investigation should be made to compare the beliefs 

of teachers regarding the nature of man and the pupil's self-concept. 

8. Further research should be attempted to identify any addition

al dimensions of the belief system of teachers which are reflected in 

their classroom behavior. 

As research investigations continue to produce additional informa

tion concerning the relationship of a teacher's belief system and the 

classroom interaction, this information must not only be analyzed inde

pendently, but also in light of the interrelationships which affect the 

teacher-pupil interaction in the classroom. Only when there is concern 

with the actual classroom situation can there be beneficial results of 

research in education. 
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PHN Scale 

1. Great successes in life, like great artists and inventors are 
usually motivated by forces they are unaware of. 
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2. Most students will tell the instructor when he has made a mistake 
in adding up their score, even if he had given them more points 
than they deserved. 

3. Most people will change the opinion they express as a result of 
an onslaught of criticism, even though they really don't change 
the way they feel. 

4, Most people try to apply the Golden Rule even in today's complex 
society. 

5. A person's reaction to things differs from one situation to 
another. 

6. ·!find that my first impression of a person is usually correct. 

7. Our success in life is pretty much determined by forces outside 
our own control. 

8. If you will give the average person a job to do and leave him 
to do it, he will finish it successfully. 

9. Nowadays many people won 1 t make a move until they, find out what 
other people think. 

10. Most people do not hesitate to go out of their way to help someone 
in trouble. 

11. Different people react to the same situation in different ways. 

· 12. People can be described accurately by one term, such as "intro .. 
verted, 11 or "moral," or "sociable." 

13. Attempts to understand ourselves are usually futile. 

14. People usually tell the truth, even when they know they would be 
better off by lying. 

15. The important thing in being successful nowdays is not how hard 
you work, but how you fit with the crowd. 

16. Most people will act as "Good Samaritans" if given the opportunity. 

17. Each person's personality is different from the personality of 
every other person. 

18. It's not hard to understand what really is important to a person. 



19. There's little one can do to alter his fate in life. 

20. Most students do not cheat when taking an exam. 

21. The typical student will cheat on a test when everyboQY else 
does even though he has a set of ethical standards. 

22. "Do unto others as you would have them do unto you" is a motto 
most people follow. 

23. People are quite different in their basic interests. 

24. I think I get a good idea of a person's basic nature after a 
brief conversation with him. 

25. Most people have little influence over the things that happen to 
them. 

26. Most people are basically honest. 

27. It's a rare person who will go against the crowd, 

28. The typical person is sincerely concerned about the problems of 
others. 

29. People are pretty different from one another in "what: makes them 
tick," 
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30. If I could ask a person three questions about himself (and assum
ing he would answer them honestly), I would know a great deal 
about him. 

31. Most people have an unrealistic favorable view of their own 
capabi 1i ties . 

. 32. If you act in good faith with people, almost all of them will 
reciprocate with fairness toward you. 

33. Most people have to rely on someone else to make their important 
decisions for them. 

34. Most people with a fallout shelter would let their neighbors stay 
in it during a nuclear attack.' 

35. Often a person's basic personality is altered by such things as 
religious conversation, psychotherapy, or a charm course. 

36. When I meet a person, I look for one basic characteristic through 
which I try to understand him, 

37. Most people vote for a political candidate on the basis of unim
portant characteristics such as his appearance or name, rather 
than because of his stand on the issues. 
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38. Most people lead clean, decent lives. 

39. The average person will rarely express his opinion in a group when 
he sees others disagree with him. 

40. Most people would stop and help a person whose car is disabled. 

41. Peop+e are unpredictable in how they'll act from one situation 
to another. 

42. Give me a few facts about a person and I'll have a good idea 
whether I'll like him or not. 

43. If a person tries hard enough, he will usually reach his goals 
in life. 

44. People claim they have ethical standards regarding honesty and 
morality, but few people stick to them when the chips are down. 

45. Most people have the courage of their convictions. 

46. The average person is conceited. 

47. ·People are pretty much alike in their basic interests. 

48. I find that my first impressions of people are frequently wrong. 

49. The average person has an accurate understanding of the reasons 
for his behavior. 

50, If you want people to do a job right, you should explain things 
to them in great detail and supervise them closely. 

51. Most people can make their own decision, uninfluenced by public 
opinion. 

52. It's only a rare person who·would risk hi.s own life and limb to 
help someone else. 

53. People are basically similar in their personalities. 

54. Some people are too complicated for me to figure out. 

55. If people try hard enough, wars can be prevented in the future. 

56. If most people could get into a movie iyithout paying and be usre 
he was not seen, they would do it. 

57. It is achievement, rather than popularity with others, that gets 
you ahead nowdays. 

58. It's pathetic to see an unselfish person in today's world because 
so many people take advantage of him. 



59. ·If you have a good idea about how several people will react to a 
certain situation, you can expect most people to react the same 
way. 

60 .. I think you can never really understand the feelings of other 
people. 

61, The average person is largely the master of his own fate. 

62. Most people are not really honest, but act that way because they 
are afraid they will get caught. 

63. The average person will stick to his opinion if he thinks he's 
right,. even if others disagree. 
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64. People pretend to care more about one another than they really do, 

65. Most people are consistent from situation to situation in the way 
they react to things. 

66. You can't accurately describe a person in just a few words • 

. 67. In a local or national election, most people select a candidate 
rationally and logically. 

68. Most people would tell a lie if they could gain by it. 

69. If a studentdoes·not believe in cheating, he will avoid it even 
if he sees many others doing it. 

70. Most people inwardly. dislike putting themselves out to help 
others. 

71. A child who is popular will be popular as an adult, too. 

72. You can't classify everyone as good or bad. 

73 .. Most persons have a lot of control over what happens· to them in 
life. 

74. Most people would cheat on their income tax if they had a chance. 

75. The person with novel ideas is respected in our society . 

. 76. Most people exaggerate their troubles in order to get sympathy. 

77. If I can see how a person reacts in one situation, I have a good 
idea of how.he will react to other situations. 

78. People are too complex to ever be understood fully. 

79. Most people have a good idea of what their strengths and weakness
·es aJ;"e. 



80. Nowdays people commit a lot of crimes and sins that no one else 
ever hears about. 

81. Most people will speak out for what they believe in, 

82. People are usually out for ·their own good. 

83. When you get right down to it, people are quite alike in their 
emotional makeup. 
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84. People are so complex, it is hard to know what "makes them tick." 
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I.D. PHN 
No. SCORE 1 2 

l** 137 20 146 

2* 137 32 27 

3** 131 22 114 

4** 127 45 150 

5** 124 21 73 

6* 123 15 102 

7** 115 38 97 

8** 111 32 68 

9** 91 28 135 

. 10* 91 52 134 

305 1046 

* = Direct 
. ** = Indirect 

OBSERVATIONAL DATA FOR HIGH PHN TEACHERS 

Categories 

3 4 5 6 

122 181 202 94 

76 97 278 71 

99 163 120 49 

138 175 166 65 

52 152 178 78 

28 82 257 28 

126 158 252 32 

89 112 186 54 

116 148 232 88 

.---21 51 229 63 

939 1319 2100 622 

7 8 

8 252 

4 263 

3 309 

11 184 

20 234 

2 337 

29 168 

6 296 

16 268 

122 . 168 

221 2479 

9 

261 

301 

273 

213 

296 

241 

239 

384 

231 

. 192 

2631 

10 

83 

139 

184 

142 

281 

220 

231 

87 

117 

303 

1787 

°' °' 



OBSERVATI@NAL DATA FOR LOW PHN TEACHERS 

Categories 
I.D. PHN 
No. SCORE 1 2 3 4 5 6 

20** -15 1 56 38 262 287 67 

19* -16 6 47 68 153 590 l15 

18* -19 5 61 22 160 602 51 

17* -25 4 53 57 81 493 127 

16* -27 6 45 66 107 549 72 

15* -33 8 65 59 127 404 105 

14* -36 5 46 39 l17 581 60 

13* -36 1 43 29 178 476 134 

12* -41 3 21 43 138 427 127 

11* -48 6 47 68 153 590 l14 
-- --. -- -- ·-- ·--

45 484 489 1476 4999 972 

* = Direct 
. ** = Indirect 

7 8 

13 249 

85 184 

14 166 

68 203 

51 136 

49 189 

24 179 

48 196 

16 ll5 

85 184 
·-

453 1801 

9 

154 

82 

89 

169 

174 

174 

113 

98 

147 

82 

1282 

10 

227 

164 

179 

121 

108 

138 

182 

156 

316 

164 

1755 

°' ........ 



TRUST-
I.D. WORTHY 
No. SCORE 

7** 41 

.3** 41 

5** 40 

9** 38 

1** 35 

8** 33 

2* 32 

.4** 28 

30** 27 

21** 26 

*=·Direct 
** = Indirect 

1 

38 

22 

21 

28 

20 

32 

32 

45 

41 

41 

299 

OBSERVATIO!'JAL DATA FOR TRUSTWORTHY TEACHERS 

Categories 

2 3 4 5 6 

97 126 158 252 32 

114 99 163 120 49 

73 52 152 178 78 

135 116 148 232 88 

146 122 181 202 94 

68 89 112 186 54 

27 76 97 278 71 

150 138 175 166 65 

83 154 129 210 80 

85 137 126 248 69 -
978 1109 1441 2072 680 

7 8 

29 168 

3 309 

20 234 

lo 268 

8 252 

6 296 

4 263 

11. 184 

32 197 

9 249 

138 2420 

9 

239 

273 

296 

231 

261 

384 

301 

213 

217 

186 

2601 

10 

231 

184 

281 

117 

83 

87 

139 

142 

225 

274 

1763 

°' CX> 



UNTRUST-
l.D. WORTHY 
No. SCORES 

16* - 6 

14* - 1 

29* -10 

18* -11 

25* -12 

27* -13 

2-0** -15 

12*· -19 

-13* -20 

11* -24 

* .= Direct 
** ·= Indirect 

1 

6 

5 

10 

5 

13 

8 

1 

3 

1 

3 

55 

OBSERVATIONAL DATA FOR UNTRUSTWORTHY TEACHERS 

Categories 

2 3 4 5 6 7 

45 66 107 549 72 51 

46 39 117 581 60 24 

39 53 96 587 140 15 

61 22 160 602 51 14 

52 63 162 464 137 68 

37 58 125 319 163 28 

56 48 262 287 57 13 

·30 24 133 434 85 15 

43 29 178 476 134 48 

,21 43 138 427 127 16 
··-

430 445 1478 4726 1026 292 

8 9 

146 1'74 

179 113 

153 79 

166 80 

149 130 

201 218 

194 209 

256 292 

196 98 

115 147 

1755 1540 

10 

108 

182 

201 

179 

147 

214 

227 

147 

156 

316 

1878 

..:-· 

°' \0 



I.D. ALTRUISM 
No. SCORES 

2* 41 

5** 41 

8** 37 

9** 37 

6* 35 

7** 34 

1** 33 

21** 30 

30** 29 

21** 24 

* = Direct 
c** =·Indirect 

l 

32 

21 

32 

28 

15 

38 

20 

42 

22 

41 
--

291 

OBSERVATIONAL DATA FOR ALTRUISTIC TEACHERS 

Categories 

2 3 4 5 6 7 

27 76 97 278 71 4 

73 52 152 178 78 20 

68 89 112 186 54 6 

135 116 148 232 88 16 

102 28 82 257 28 2 

97 126 158 252 32 29 

146 122 181 202 94 8 

85 137 126 248 69 9 

114 99 163 12{) 49 3 

85 137 126 248 69 9 
- - -- - - -

922 982 1345 2151 632 106 

8 9 

263 301 

234 296 

296 384 

268 231 

337 241 

168 239 

252 262 

249 186 

309 273 

249 186 
- ---
2625 2599 

10 

139 

281 

87 

117 

220 

231 

83 

274 

184 

274 
-
1890 

'-! 
0 



+ 

LD. SELFISH 
No. SCORES 

13* - 8 

16* -10 

18* -11 

28** -13 

11* -14. 

23* -14 

22* -15 

15* -16 

14* -18 

12* -19 

* = Direct 
** = Indirect 

1 2 

1 43 

6 45 

5 61 

7 49 

3 21 

4 39 

11 53 

5 46 

8 65 

3 30 

54 452 

OBSERVATIONAL DATA FOR SELFISH TEACHERS 

Categories 

3 4 5 6 

29 178 476 134 

66 107 549 72 

22 160 602 51 

153 203 199 50 

43 138 427 127 

62 180 394 143 

68 132 401 111 

39 117 581 60 

59 127 404 105 

24 133 434 85 

565 1475 4467 938 

7 8 

48 196 

51 146 

14 166 

53 202 

16 115 

26 149 

61 150 

24 179 

49 189 

15 256 

357 1748 

9 

98 

174 

80 

247 

147 

168 

137 

113 

174 

192 

1530 

10 

156 

108 

179 

220 

316 

103 

160 

82 

138 

147 
··-

1609 

........ 
I-' 



STRENGTH 
I.D. OF WILL 
N-0 • SCOR.ES 

2* 42 

5** 40 

3** 36 

9** 35 

8** 28 

10* 28 

7** 27 

1** 26 

30** 26 

21** 24 

* = Direct 
** = Indirect 

1 

32 

21 

22 

28 

32 

52 

38 

20 

41 

41 -
327 

OBSERVATIONAL DATA FOR STRENGTH OF WILL TEACHERS 

Categories 

2 3 4 5 6 7 

27 76 97 278 71 4 

73 52 152 178 78 20 

114 99 163 120 49 3 

135 116 148 232 88 16 

68 89 112 186 54 6 

134 93 51 229 63 122 

97 126 158 252 32 29 

146 122 181 202 94 8 

83 154 129 210 80 32 

85 137 126 248 69 9 
- - - - - -

962 1064 1317 2135 678 249 

8 9 

163 301 

234 296 

309 273 

268 231 

296 384 

168 192 

168 239 

252 261 

197 217 

249 186 - -
2304 2580 

10 

139 

281 

184 

117 

87 

303 

231 

83 

225 

274 
-
1924 

..... 
N 



LA.CK , 
I.D. OF WILL 
No. SCORES 

17* +l 

26* 0 

13* 0 

19* -4 

25* -5 

16* -5 

24* -6 

14* -7 

20** -12 

15* -22 

* = Direct 
** = Indirect 

1 

4 

9 

1 

6 

13 

6 

9 

5 

1 

8 

62 

OBSERVATIONAL DATA FOR LA.CK OF WILL TEACHERS 

Categories 

2 3 4 5 6 7 

53 57 81 493 127 68 

23 71 158 362 L64 32 

43 29 178 476 134 48 

47 68 153 590 114 85 

52 63 162 464 137 60 

45 66 107 549 72 51 

49 53 103 299 450 58 

46 39 117 481 60 24 

56 48 262 287 57 13 

65 59 127 404 105 49 
~-

479 553 1448 4405 1420 488 

8 9 

203 169 

206 184 

196 98 

184 82 

149 130 

136 174 

212 247 

179 113 

249 154 

189 174 

1903 1525 

10 

121 

110 

156 

164 

147 

108 

200 

182 

227 

138 

1553 

....i 
w 



INDE-
I.D. PEND ENCE 
No. SCORES 

l** 33 

6* 30 

3** 25 

9** 22 

2* 22 

4** 19 

21** 19 

10* 16 

5** 16 

7** 15 

* = Direct 
** =·Indirect 

1 

20 

15 

22 

28 

32 

45 

41 

52 

21 

38 
-

314 

OBSERVATIONAL DATA FOR INDEPENDENCE TEACHERS 

Categories 

2 3 4 5 6 7 

146 122 181 202 94 8 

102 28 82 257 28 2 

114 99 163 120 49 3 

135 116 148 232 88 16 

27 76 97 278 71 4 

150 138 175 166 65 11 

85 137 126 248 69 9 

134 93 51 229 63 122 

73 52 152 178 78 20 

97 126 158 252 32 29 
- - - - -- -
1063 987 1333 2162 637 224 

8 9 

252 261 

337 241 

3-09 273 

268 231 

263 301 

184 213 

249 186 

168 192 

234 296 

168 239 
- -
2432 2433 

10 

83 

220 

184 

117 

139 

142 

274 

303 

281 

231 
--
1974 

~ 
.p.. 



CON-
I.D. FORMIST 
No. SCORES 

14* -10 

15* -10 

20** -11 

18* -12 

19* -13 

23* -14 

11* -15 

28** -15 

12* -17 

. 17* -20 

* = Direct 
** = Indirect 

1 

5 

8 

1 

5 

6 

5 

3 

7 

3 

4 

47 

OBSERVATIONAL DATA FOR CONFORMIST TEACHERS 

Categories 

2 3 4 5 6 

46 39 117 581 60 

65 59 127 404 105 

56 38 262 287 67 

61 22 160 602 51 

47 68 153 590 114 

39 62 180 394 143 

21 43 138 427 127 

49. 153 203 199 50 

30 24 133 434 85 

53 57 81 493 127 

467 565 1554 4411 929 

7 8 

24 179 

49 189 

13 149 

14 166 

85 184 

26 149 

16 115 

53 202 

15 256 

68 203 

363 1792 

9 

113 

174 

254 

80 

82 

168 

147 

247 

192 

169 

1626 

10 

182 

138 

227 

179 

164 

203 

316 

220 

147 

121 
--..---
1877 

'1 
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